Otoacoustic emissions in ears with hearing loss.
Fifty ears of 37 patients demonstrating several common types of hearing impairment were examined for the presence of spontaneous and evoked otoacoustic emissions to investigate the relationship of acoustic emissions to hearing pathology. Of the 50 ears, 44 exhibited various degrees of sensorineural hearing loss. Evoked otoacoustic emissions to clicks were detected in 34 of 35 sensorineural hearing loss ears with a subjective click threshold less than 55 dB SPL (25 dB nHL). None of nine ears with sensorineural hearing impairment and a subjective click threshold greater than 55 dB SPL demonstrated click-evoked emissions. Spectral analyses revealed that the constituent frequency components of evoked emissions were always within the frequency range where audiometric thresholds were less than 35 dB HL, and in the majority (94%) of cases, thresholds were less than 25 dB HL. In ears with relatively well-preserved hearing within the frequency range of click or 1.5-kHz toneburst stimuli, the basic features of evoked emissions were similar to those described for normal ears. Similarly, for ears demonstrating spontaneous otoacoustic emissions, estimated audiometric thresholds at the emitted frequencies were always less than 20 dB HL. The influence of the type of otologic pathology on acoustic emissions was studied in a subset of ears exhibiting typical high-frequency hearing losses. Ears with a noise-induced impairment showed a significant reduction in the incidence of both spontaneous emissions and spectral peaks in evoked emissions that was not evident in ears with similar patterns of hearing loss caused by other factors.